
 
 

GUIDES.VOTE—OVERVIEW FOR SUPPORTERS 
 
In a time of political cynicism, disinformation, and spin, nonpartisan guides provide a concise and 
credible way to compare candidate stands, and get past the assumption that “they’re all the same, all 
corrupt and compromised.” Beginning in 2012, the national Campus Election Engagement Project 
(CEEP) developed widely praised nonpartisan candidate guides to help college students vote. The 
impact they made prompted distribution and promotion by other groups serving a wide variety of 
external communities, from Black Voters Matter to National Voter Registration Day sponsor Nonprofit 
Vote, and Vote.org. 
 
The guides have now become an independent project called guides.vote, sponsored by Youth Service 
America (YSA), an enthusiastic partner who’s distributed the guides since their inception. YSA will 
energetically promote them to their extensive network of partners, while the guides team engages other 
major constituencies, with a growing list of organizations committing to promote and distribute them. 
 
You can see our last several years of past guides and planned 
2022 guides on our website, including our new, more interactive 
online format, which lets people either jump to their most salient 
issue or scroll for a comprehensive comparison. We’ll create 2022 
guides and translations for all the most important statewide races 
plus an updated Congressional guide, a guide to the stakes of the 
election for the Supreme Court, and a recently-updated guide on 
to combat disinformation.  
 
Why these guides are critical to election participation.  
Key factors make the Guides.Vote nonpartisan guides stand out. 
They are:  

● Meticulously nonpartisan, providing a balanced and 
accurate picture of candidates across the political 
spectrum, enabling their use by organizations that don’t 
want to take partisan stances.  

● Accurate and accountable, independently researched by 
veteran journalists, rather than drawing solely from campaign websites or allowing the candidate 
to manipulate positions by saying one thing in a primary and another in November.  

● Drawing on extensive experience, with our production team consisting of journalists and 
researchers from Los Angeles Times, Time Magazine, Business Week, Christian Science 
Monitor, Toronto Globe & Mail, Encyclopedia Britannica, San Jose Mercury, CBC radio and 
television, and Seattle Times, plus an experienced Spanish translator. Our entire 2020 team is 
retuning and our editors go back as far as 2012.  

● Comprehensive, providing candidate positions on an array of key issues, allowing voters a 
broad understanding in a quickly accessible skim. 

● Supporting media literacy by linking all candidate positions to credible original sources. This 
allows the reader to see candidate statements for themselves, identify the sources, understand 
the context and trust the summaries we’ve created.    
 

By increasing voter confidence, the guides increase voter turnout. As partners have repeatedly 

confirmed, they address top reasons that youth and others chose not to vote – cynicism about the 

candidates and their handlers, confusion about where candidates actually stand, and assumptions that 

since they’re “all just lying or spinning,” it’s not even worth showing up. Providing accurate and 

trustworthy contrasts between candidate stands allows users to get past these barriers and others and 

show up to vote despite all the other barriers, like often-daunting laws. Our campus partners said they 
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https://guides.vote/guide/2021-georgia-us-senate-runoff-candidate-guide
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https://guides.vote/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/Detecting-Disinformation.pdf
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played a key role in helping student voting rates double between 2014 and 2018, where a million more 

students voted at the campuses where CEEP distributed them than four years before.  

 

Being able to clearly contrast candidate stands becomes even more critical given the consistent drop-

off in voting rates in non-presidential years, a drop-off that’s likely to only increase without Donald 

Trump on the ballot to galvanize turnout on both sides. For instance, youth voting in  Virginia’s 2021 

gubernatorial election plummeted to 25%, from 56% in 2020.  

Distributing the guides.  

● The guides will be available through our new guides.vote website, where our partners page 
includes tailored approaches to distribute them on campus or in the 
community.  
● We’re also creating Social Media Toolkits and related resources 
for each race to help organizations promote the information. Here’s a 
2020 Instagram example. We have a powerful new partnership with 
taskforce.us. Their founder got Shepard Fairey to create the classic 
Obama Hope poster and their library of social media content has 

generated 50 billion views. They’ll supply us pro bono animated gifs that our partners can use 
and push them to all their appropriate partners. They’ll also create and help distribute additional 
customized ones at a modest cost and if we can raise $37K they’ll be able to create enough 
diverse images to get them out through all of their networks and ours.  

● Campus partners engaging over 6.4 million students have rated the nonpartisan guides as their 
top resource for inspiring students to vote. They’ve distributed them extensively, using campus 
websites, social media and student media, distribution in classes and events, and through 
blowing the guides up as banners in high traffic areas. We have commitments from a half dozen 
major groups reaching key campus constituencies. 

● The guides have also been increasingly distributed and promoted, with similarly powerful 
responses, by non-campus partners. In 2020, Black Voters Matter printed 40,000 copies of the 
Georgia Senate runoff guides to distribute on their GOTV bus tour. Other partners included Do 
Something, When We All Vote, the Divine Nine historically black sororities and fraternities, Rock 
the Vote, Turbovote, Youth Service America, the student PIRGS, the Opportunity Youth network 
of non-college youth, major faith-based community organizing networks, national Muslim 
groups, and a new commitment by LULAC, the oldest 
national Latino group in the country, who will also push our 
Spanish and English guides to other major Latino groups. 
The American Library Association promoted them with a link 
to CEEP and Salesforce distributed them to every employee. 

● We’re encouraging partners to co-brand for greater impact 
and reach. Ms. Magazine, for instance, reformatted the 
guides to help Georgians vote in the 2021 senate runoff 
election. And Black Voters Matter stripped down our 
questions so they could put the Ossoff/Perdue race on one 
side of their printed handout and the Loeffler/Warnock race 
on the other.  
 

How you can help. We’re raising $380,000 to produce, promote and distribute our 2022 nonpartisan 

guides. This will cover the cost of researchers, writers and editors, our Spanish translator, and our 

website. It will also allow us to re-engage three highly effective former CEEP staffers who got some of 

the largest organizations to distribute the 2020 guides. And to offer mini-grants to help interested 

organizations print the guides. Finally, funding will support social media, our work with the Taskforce 

firm, and a top-level social media staffer who will produce state-specific social media toolkits and 

promotional campaigns.  

Our new fiscal sponsor, Youth Service America (EIN 52-1500870), will accept designated tax-deductible 

donations for Guides.Vote.  Checks, grants, and DAF contributions can go to:  

Enlarged guides featured in front of  

a busy student union. 
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Youth Service America,  PO Box #65525, Washington, DC 20035-5525 

Please indicate that the contribution is for the guides.vote project.  

For more information, contact nonpartisanguides@gmail.com  

SCOPE OF GUIDES AND BUDGET 

20 States – 16 Governor’s Guides, 14 US Senate Guides, 5 Secretary of State Guides 

Plus Spanish translations, a national US Congressional Guide and 4-5 Court Guides

● Alaska – Governor, US Senate 

● Arizona – Governor, US Senate, 

Secretary of State 

● Colorado – US Senate 

● Florida – Governor, US Senate 

● Georgia - Governor, US Senate, 

Secretary of State 

● Iowa - Governor, US Senate 

● Kansas - Governor 

● Maine - Governor  

● Maryland - Governor 

● Michigan – Governor, Secretary of State 

● Minnesota - Governor  

● Missouri - US Senate 

● Nevada - -Governor, US Senate  

● New Hampshire – Governor, US Senate 

● New Mexico - Governor 

● North Carolina - US Senate 

● Ohio – Governor, US Senate 

● Pennsylvania - Governor, US Senate, 

Secretary of State 

● Texas - Governor  

● Wisconsin - Governor, US Senate, 

Secretary of State 

● National US Congressional Guide – 

usable for any congressional race 

● Court Guides 4 – 5 state Supreme 

Court guides (states TBD) 

● Spanish translations of relevant guides 

GUIDES.VOTE 2022 BUDGET 

 CASH IN-KIND  CASH 
 
IN-KIND 

GUIDES PRODUCTION    PROMOTION & OUTREACH    

Research and Writing  $46,000   $10,000 Outreach staffers $94,000  
 
$25,000 

Editing and Review $34,000 $50,000 Social Media Staffer $25,000  

Translation and Design 
$10,000 
  

Mini-grants for guides 
printing. $2500=20K copies 

$40,000 
 

 

   

Taskforce social media 
images—at optimal 
customized number.   $37,000 

$30,000 

Total $90,000 $60,000 Media firm for influencers  $25,000  

      

   Total $199,000 $55,000 

      

WEB DEVELOPMENT   
ADMINISTRATION & 
FUNDRAISING  

 

Website design, 
hosting, updating $28,000  

Fundraising, Planning, 
finances, reporting $20,000 

 
$25,000 

Total $28,000  
Fiscal Sponsorship & 
Program Support $19,000 

 
$10,000 

   Total $33,000 $35,000 

      

TOTAL CASH:  $378,000  
 

TOTAL IN-KIND:  $150,000 
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